
Parent Voice Minutes – Tuesday 13th October 
 

Present:   

Miriam Morris – Headteacher Katie Riches – Squirrel Class teacher, 
Year 1 Leader 

 

Frida Chapman – Duckling Class Rep Jaqueline Brand – Gosling Class Rep 
 

Leah Williams – Cygnet Class Rep 

Emma Cowland – Squirrel Class Rep Charlotte Dury – Hedgehog Class Rep 
 

Sarah Cooper – Fox Class Rep 

Jane Snelgrove – Tiger Class Rep Emma Berry – Leopard Class Rep Lara Vishwanathan – Lion Class Rep 
Kate Clargo - Lion Class Rep 

 
Agenda item 1: We went through questions presented by each Class Rep. See details as follows: 
 
YEAR R 

From Gosling Class: 

PE in winter  

1) Are all PE sessions only allowed to be held outdoors in the current situation? 

We also hold PE in hall when the weather is bad.  

2) Regarding weather, will outdoor PE still commence in bad weather and how bad does it need to be to be 

cancelled? 

It has to be really, really pouring with rain not to have PE outside. We do go out in light drizzle. Sometimes when it’s 

dry but when it’s very cold, we move into the hall, especially for Year Reception.  

3) Will there be any indoor PE sessions held at all?  

Trying to stay outside but weather dependant. 

4) If the PE session continues even in rain, do children need waterproofs or more robust shoes than plimsolls to 

ensure they are dry and comfortable? Some parents have only brought plimsolls for PE 

- okay in tracksuit, anymore than a drizzle children will go inside. Reception and Year 1 use outdoor area in all 

weathers. They are always encouraged to think about whether they need a coat or not.  

Uniform for girls  

Some children are finding the concept of tights a struggle with being independent with the toilet and some 

parents have asked if it was ok for girls to wear trousers and what type is allowed. Similar to boys? Or would a 

knitted type thicker leggings style be acceptable?  

Girl style trousers are okay. Girls are permitted to wear trousers.  

Forest school  

Is this still planned to go start for R in the New Year?  

Yes, more information will follow in Autumn 2 

Wellies  

Some parents didn’t realise they needed to leave a pair of wellies at school every day. For mud kitchen play.  



In Reception, it’s a good idea for all children to have a set of willies in school at all times.  

This brought about a conversation on buying a second set (one for school, one for home)  

This brought the question, have the FOML done anything like a wellie boot stall (or are we able to collect hand me 

down wellies at the moment?)  

Can FOML ask for unwanted wellies to be donated and perhaps create a mini stall so people don’t have to splash 

out cash on school wellies when perhaps many parents have got some spare and perhaps donate for us to supply. 

Maybe even charge a nominal £1 for FOML on purchase.  

Charlotte Dury (FOML Co-Chair) attended meeting & discussed. Jaqueline Brand and Charlotte Dury to discuss. Also 

encouraged on the Facebook page to swap & share wellies!  

From Cygnet Class: 

1) Drop-off procedure - some little ones are struggling with drop-offs and finding it a bit stressful and getting 

anxious. Waiting in a queue for a long time and if a parent gets in a conversation with the teacher it all adds to the 

waiting time as well as parents pushing in at the gate, all adds to the stress. One option whilst they are settling in 

is to ask parents to make the drop-offs as quick as they can and leave any questions to pick-up or with class reps.  

MM discussed teachers talking at the beginning of the morning with questions. MM said that she will add to 

newsletter to remind parents to be mindful to share with teacher at the end of the day. Also asked parent rep to 

relay to parents in own class.  

2) Parents workshops - phonics and reading. Keen to get dates here as parents are eager to support their 

children's learning as soon as possible but not sure how to go about it. The sooner these could get organised 

would be great.   

These dates will before the end of half term – there will be virtual workshops after half term 

3) Lost clothing - concern about the amount of clothes that go awry, particularly when M&S are struggling 

with demand at the moment and it obviously being expensive. What could be done to try and keep children with 

their own clothes (and not others) and ensure they have everything ready for pick-up. 

MM relayed messaged for chn to be responsible for their own clothes and supporting chn to become independent & 

parents not doing things for chn. Teachers will also not be doing this in school for them. Encouraging them to find 

strategies to put things on, match up their own things etc.  

School to check if each class has a lost property in each classroom. Classes do not have individual lost property 

boxes. If clothes are named and left in the classroom, they are returned to individual children when found.  

Reminder to name clothes. 

4) Hungry little ones - parents are concerned some children are coming home super hungry and therefore 

not eating at all or enough in school. How can the school help with the transition in particular from a 

nursery/home environment where children are closely watched and food intake noted, to a school environment 

where it's very independent. How are the children supported in this transition? How can we ensure they have 

time to eat (more pertinent when moving to the hall)? 

MM relayed that all Reception children have eaten in the hall since the beginning of term. Time has been reduced to 

approximately 25-30 mins.  

MM noted that a lot of parents tend to pick up with a snack at the end of the day & children tend to always be 

hungry at the end of the day throughout all schools. Learning makes children very hungry.  



Class Reps commented that all children do come home hungry whether hot lunch, packed lunch or other.  

5) Late September start for Reception intake - raised by a lot of parents as it was a major struggle for working 

families to cover extra few weeks post-nursery (along with the formal school holidays they need to plan for). It 

would be good to understand why it needs to be so late as compared to other schools and maybe consider other 

options here for 2021 intake? 

Up for review. MM to contact other schools to compare systems. 

Duckling Class Rep: Frida Chapman presented no questions from Duckling Class. 

YEAR 1 

Fox Class: 

1) In the light of current circumstances will there be a brainstorm about how funds can be raised by parents? 

What can we do to help? (Am sure FoML are all over this) Raffle etc. Mulled wine? Music? Something vaguely 

atmospheric for the C season?  

MM relayed to get in touch with Friends of Manby Lodge. Charlotte Dury (Co-Chair, FOML) echoed this. She 

suggested that man power & volunteering would be needed to make good ideas happen. Sponsorship/ non uniform 

days/ raising money from home etc.  

2) My only concern this term has been that some of the fox children have opted for the same lunch choice 

throughout....that being a cheese sandwich. Providing the children with some additional nutritional awareness 

/children’s likes/dislikes moving forward with hot lunches, could save a lot of waste. 

We’re going to Hot Lunches from next Monday! 

MM – school were not pleased with provision either, although at the time there was no other option. The decision 

has been made to return to hot meals. 

3) When hot meals are introduced will they be using proper, Dish washable cutlery and plates rather than 

polystyrene boxes? 

Real plates and cutlery! Not throw away. 

4) Windows and ventilation - how will we get through the winter months? Knowing that Covid is less virulent 

if schools maintain excellent ventilation. Will Manby also avoid using central heating?  

We do plan to keep windows and doors open where possible. I would imagine that it will get very cold without 

central heating though.  

(Comment from another parent)Heathside have sent message home to say that windows and doors will be open 

& encourage chn to layer up.  

MM will add to newsletter about chn wearing additional layers to support this.  

Hedgehog Class 

The questions from Hedgehog class related to reading – so we put these aside to discuss later.  

Squirrel Class Rep:  presented no questions from Duckling Class. 

YEAR 2 

Lion Class: 



1) Any idea when the links will come out to book the virtual parent consultations in early Nov? 

The link will come out at the end of this week.  

2) There is a parent who is really concerned about spelling and recalls her older son (when he attended 

Manby) used to have a blue book with all the spelling words they needed to learn and wondered if and 

when they would be doing something similar in Year 2? 

Spelling books are not introduced until a little later in the year. This is one of the things that will be explained at the 

workshops.  

Tiger Class: 

1) Parents like the staggered Pick up & Drop Off. Parents wondered if this will continue? 

MM plan is to keep for the foreseeable. People have spoken about how they feel comfortable in the playground. 

Plan is to keep COVID at bay and keep chn in school.   

2) Parents wondered if we were doing anything to celebrate Black History Month, particularly in light of 

Black Lives Matter  

Yes – We are covering Black History Month in assemblies, and through book choices in school. MM mentioned that 

this was covered in the last Newsletter. Every few weeks a newsletter will go home to share and celebrate the things 

that go on inside school.  

Leopard Class Rep:  presented no questions from Leopard Class – which was to be seen as a positive! 

Agenda item 2: Reading 

As a school we had a few issues to raise and felt that Parent Voice would be a good way to find out parents opinions.  

1) When starting school, parents sign our Home School Agreement and agree to read x5 times a week at home. 

From our recent monitoring of Reading Records, it appears that this isn’t always happening.   

Parents mentioned that sometimes, maybe parents can’t think of something to write in reading record.  

School: The overall picture is that in some classes, only 20% of reading records are signed 5 times a week.  

Class Reps commented that sometimes parents don’t know what to write in it.   

Class Reps made a range of suggestions for consequences/ putting ownership on children.  

It was then suggested and mainly agreed that it should be appositive reward system. Class Reps suggested badges, 

or stickers, or a stamp in the books. All Class Reps agreed that comments from the teacher in the Reading Record 

is appreciated by parents.  

KR shared other viewpoint, that parents may feel that chn may be penalised for not reading at home. Parents 

thought it would be a positive thing. Walking to school badges had been positive so hopefully this would be too.  

MM explained that a specific letter will go home, with details about what we want to put in place to support more 

parents to read at home and sign the reading record. We can add advice for what to write in it.  Specific comments 

do not need to be made in the record. A signature is fine. ‘read’ is fine or a comment if there is something specific 

that does need to be raised.  

A parent commented that sending home library books is sending a good message home. Another parent also 

commented on the new Reading Record format and how helpful it was.  



Points for school to consider: 

 Teachers will be clear that reading is something that is done everywhere not just in school.  

 Positive feedback is the aim.  

 There needs to be guidance for what to write in the Reading Records.  

 School will communicate dates for parent workshops before half term.  

 

2) It was raised from a Class Rep that there were not enough Reading Books sent home.  3 books a week isn’t 

enough. 

KR explained how important it is for children to read a book at least three times, to focus on being able to blend the 

same words repeatedly and having the opportunity to be able to recognise new unfamiliar words. Lots of 

comprehension style questions should also be asked about books. This is why we only send home this number of 

books.  

KR explained plans to send home support for children to learn phonic sounds (phonemes) in all Year Groups and 

explained that a letter would be going home before half term with an explanation about how the phonics sound 

cards could be used.  

Feedback from a Reception Class Rep – phonemes over the weekend are working really well and chn are enjoying 

them. ‘Really good new addition’  

KR also explained our plans to send home videos of the teachers saying the various phases of the phonic sounds.  

Parents like the idea of videos with pronunciation going home  

Agenda item 3: Microsoft Teams 

MM explained that Manby Lodge has invested in setting up Microsoft Teams so that, in the event that a year group 

has to self-isolate where possible, children will be able to be taught at home, using Teams as a virtual platform.  

All Login details had been sent home on Friday 8th October, and we ask that Class Reps are supportive in their classes 

to ensure that all parents are able to log into Teams with their children.  

We will start to use Teams for example to share video footage more easily than the software that we had to rely on 

in the Summer Term when all of school was closed to the majority of pupils.  

Class reps asked if we were supportive of families where they didn’t have a device for their chid to use at home.  

MM explained that we leant out approx. 15 devices earlier in the year and that we had applied to the local authority 

for more and would potentially be able to lend out more devices where necessary.  

MM also explained that we would host the Parent Teacher Consultations on Microsoft Teams.  

 

Meeting closed.  


